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Introduction to bacteria

 Bacteria are tiny single-cell organisms typically 

0.5–5.0 microns across. Paper machine white 

water and many other mill waters are hospitable 

to bacterial growth
 Warm, neutral pH containing nutrients (C, N, P) from 

makeup water, air, additives or process contamination

 Almost all types of bacteria can be found almost 

everywhere
 If their environment is hospitable they will multiply
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Planktonic and Sessile 

bacteria

 Because most bacteria found in mill waters exude 

sticky slime, they tend to stick to wetted surfaces 

and to trap particles that float by

 Planktonic bacteria (floating in solution) do not 

cause corrosion, but Sessile bacteria (attached to 

metal surfaces) can influence corrosion
1. Directly: by exuding corrosive metabolic products

2. Indirectly: by restricting access of oxygen to the metal 

beneath under a deposit and initiating crevice corrosion 
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Sessile bacteria form 

biofilms

 Sessile bacteria and the materials that adhere to 

them form biofilms

 PM biofilm sloughing can produce sheet defects
4

Xavier et al, 2004
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Microbially Influenced 

Corrosion under biofilm

5

Borenstein, 1994

 Biofilm hinders O2 penetration

 RDS in corrosion is electron-consuming process, 

which can support fast dissolution of small anodic area 

Once initiated, crevice 

corrosion under a biofilm 

becomes self-sustaining
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 Anions diffuse to dissolution site to balance charge of 

dissolved metal. Cl- is typically most mobile.  As [Cl-] 

increases, the crevice solution becomes more corrosive

 Hydrolysis of the dissolved metal makes crevice 

solution more acidic (more corrosive)

 2Fe++ + 4OH- → 2Fe(OH)2 (in alkali)

 or Fe++ + 2H2O → Fe(OH)2 + 2H+ (in acid)

 Solids from oxidation of dissolved metal or hardness 

deposits make biofilm even less permeable to O2 

penetration, making crevice solution more corrosive
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Equipment susceptible to 

Microbially Influenced 

Corrosion (MIC)
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 MIC occurs only on metals in contact with water, 

e.g. equipment touched by white water, mill 

water, cooling water or fire water
 Stagnant and low-flow areas are particularly 

vulnerable e.g. under deposits, in fire water

Identifying Microbially 

Influenced Corrosion

 MIC is probably the most difficult form of corrosion 

to identify in a pulp and paper mill

 “MIC does not produce any unique type of 

corrosion and there are no definitive tests or 

specific observations that can be used to detect 

MIC”, Brenda Little, FNACE (2011)

 MIC diagnosis must rely on multiple consistent 

pieces of evidence that all point to MIC as the 

cause
8
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Petroleum industry’s 4 

diagnostic questions for 

identifying MIC

1. Can (does) the water support the growth of 

planktonic bacteria that can cause MIC?

2. Do the corrosion products contain MIC-causing 

bacteria or chemicals produced by MIC bacteria?

3. Does the corrosion damage show features 

characteristic of MIC?

4. Could recent operational changes have enhanced 

the growth of microorganisms?

 We will now review the tools available to examine 

each of these identifiers
9

Identifier 1: Does the 

water support bacterial 

growth?

1. Count viable bacteria grown on lab media

2. Measure total microbial activity by analyzing the 

concentration of a molecule (ATP) found in all 

living cells

3. Semi-quantitative field 

tests for 5 types of                                           

bacteria that can cause 

MIC

10
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Identifier 1: Problems 

with analyzing bacteria in 

water samples

 Concentrations of planktonic bacteria rarely 

correlate with concentrations of the sessile 

bacteria that cause corrosion                         
(Wrangham and Summer, Paper 2780 at CORROSION/2013)

∴ Absence of high concentrations of planktonic bacteria 

that could cause MIC does not prove that corrosion 

was not initiated by MIC

But high concentrations of planktonic bacteria that 

could cause MIC show that MIC is a possible cause
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Identifier 2: Chemical 

indications of MIC bacteria 

in deposits
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 Example: Sulfate-Reducing Bacteria 

anaerobically reduce SO4 to S2- or to H2S; 

produce black FeS and H2S
 Sulfur accumulation

 Smell of H2S when a deposit is removed (e.g. on 

paper machine making unbleached kraft)

 Note SRB can live at temperatures to 100°C
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Identifier 2: Direct 

identification of MIC 

bacteria in deposits
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 DNA analysis developed for forensics and medical 

research, used for MIC since ~2010
 DGGE compares populations, identifies abundant 

microorganisms

 DAPI and qPCR quantitate living + dead cells

 FISH quantitates live bacteria and Archaea

 Use extreme care to avoid sample contamination

 Rely on analytical laboratories that are accredited

and experienced

Identifier 3: Corrosion 

morphologies characteristic 

of MIC
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 Pits concentrated at weld seams

 Hemispherical pits under hemispherical deposits

 Isolated deep pits surrounded by shallow pits

 Pits with small openings leading to large cavities

 Connected sub-surface cavities and tunnels 

 Amorphous or nanocrystalline deposits

 Some bacteria produce specific 

morphologies, e.g. Fe++→Fe+++ 

bacteria produce orange, red or brown 

shiny slime and pits under tubercles 
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Identifier 4: Operational 

changes that could have 

enabled bacteria to multiply

15

 MIC often found after changes in biocide 

treatment or after process changes that affect 

temperature or O2 concentration
 Licina’s fouling monitor can provide                        

early warning of ecosystem changes

 Note corrosion can continue after environment is no 

longer hospitable to bacteria, e.g. spectacular vessel 

failures from Gallionella after hydrostatic testing

Preventing MIC

16

 To make water systems inhospitable, understand 

cause and mechanism of MIC; then add biocide 

chemicals to kill or deactivate bacteria

 Biofilms that have incorporated inorganic 

materials become very difficult to remove
 Try shock treatments with oxidizing biocides or high-

pressure water jetting
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Case History: Rapid failures 

of equipment in a mill

17

Item Material Operating Temperature Time to 1st leak

WW tank 316L 149-158°F, (65-70°C) <36 months

HX 1 304L 208°F, (98°C) 9 months

HX 2 304L 221°F, (105°C) 12 months

HX 3 304L 185°F, (85°C) 24 months

HW piping 1 304L 185-221°F, (85-105°C) <36 months

HW piping 2 304L 185-221°F, (85-105°C) <48 months

Case History: Planktonic 

bacteria found in mill waters

18

Water
Low-Nutrient 
Bacteria, counts/mL

ATP analysis,
Relative Light Units

Filtered make-up 
water

>104 Not tested

Make-up water after 
biocide treatment

103 - 104 55, 35, 27

Recirculated cooling 
water after biocide 
treatment

103 - 104 62, 49, 52

Potable water 100 – 101 70, 85, 86
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Case History: ATP data were 

affected by interferences

ATP indicated very low   
bacteria concentrations 
but algae were visible
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Case History: Corrosion 

features in White Water 

Tank (1)

20

Rust leaking from corrosion 

penetrations in weld attaching SS 

liner to steel White Water Tank

Cross-section: 

rounded corrosion 

cavities at weld 

fusion line
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Case History: Corrosion 

features in White Water 

Tank (2)

21

Cross-section: 

Small surface 

opening to 

spherical pit

Cross-section: Sub-surface 

corrosion tunnels

Case History: Corrosion 

features in hot water piping

22

Slow leaks from small perforations at weld

Corrosion deposits beside      

waterside weld
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Case History: Analysis of 

corrosion products (in HX)

 Outer layer of corrosion mound over a pit on ID 

of HX sent for DNA (DGGE) testing
 84% of identified bacteria were slime-formers

 Corrosion deposits in HX were mostly iron oxide 

but contained up to 11% S

 [Cl-] in corrosion product samples was elevated 

from 1-4 mg/L to 1000 mg/L
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Case History: Corrosion 

features in HXs

24

Inlet Nozzle - cooler Outlet nozzle - hotter
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Case History: Corrosion 

features in HXs

25

Hemispherical pits

at weld seam

Cross-section:

Hemispherical pit  

and sub-surface 

corrosion

Cross-section: Large pit 

with small opening

Branching cracks

Case History: Corrosion 

features characteristic of 

MIC in HVAC chillers

26

Shiny, slimy deposits
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Case History: Operational 

changes that could have 

allowed MIC to begin

 Mill had reduced biocide concentrations to 

prevent cracking (attributed to biocide) in plastic 

cooling tower nozzles

 Long hot summers were causing the biocide to 

volatilize and decompose

 Mill analysis of biocide concentrations over-

estimated real concentrations
27

Case History: Summary of 

results (1)

1. Growth of algae showed that “disinfected” mill 

waters could support bacterial growth

2. Mill waters contained high concentrations of 

planktonic Low-Nutrient Bacteria, which are 

able to cause MIC

3. HVAC Coolers (HXs cooled by mill water) 

contained shiny deposits that looked like 

microbial slime

4. Presence of slime-forming bacteria in outer 

layer of deposit indicated that bacterial slime 

could have been the deposit binder 28
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Case History: Summary of 

results (2)

5. Corrosion products enriched in S and yellow 

deposits around pits were consistent with 

growth of SRB at metal surface

6. Corrosion morphology was consistent with MIC: 
Rapid pitting that formed rounded cavities under   

rounded deposit mounds along weld seams

7. Pits with small mouths opening to large sub-

surface cavities

8. Rounded sub-surface corrosion tunnels in WW 

tank

9. Corrosion deposit under Fe-rich outer layer was 

amorphous 29

Case History: Summary of 

results (3)

10.Biocide dosages had been reduced to avoid 

unrelated problems and mill’s procedure for 

analyzing biocide concentration overestimated 

the real concentration

 Cracks propagating from pits near welds looked 

like Cl- SCC or possibly S– SC caused by SRB

30
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Case History: Conclusions

 Corrosion was identified as MIC because at 

least 10 consistent findings pointed to MIC as 

the cause of the corrosion

 At our recommendation the mill is making a 

microbiological survey of its water systems, 

and installing biofilm monitors

 These data will provide a basis for developing 

improved biocide programs to treat white 

water, make-up water, recirculated mill water 

and fire water
31

Recommendations

 Use petroleum industry diagnostic questions
1. Q: Can (does) the water support the growth of planktonic 

bacteria that can cause MIC?

2. Q: Do the corrosion products contain MIC-causing 

bacteria or chemicals produced by MIC bacteria?

3. Q: Does the corrosion damage show features 

characteristic of MIC?

4. Q: Could recent operational changes have enhanced the 

growth of microorganisms?

 Identify MIC only where multiple consistent 

pieces of evidence all point to MIC as the cause
32
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